ANNUAL REPORT

for the year ending
December 31, 2021

We gather today on the unceded territory of the Kanien’keha:ka (Mohawk),
at a place called Tio’tia:ke (Montreal), a meeting place for many First Nations.
Our acknowledgement stands as a promise to continue the ongoing work of recognition
and reconciliation
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Christ Church Cathedral, Montreal
Annual General Meeting of the Vestry
Wednesday, March 23, 2022, 7 PM
Agenda
1. Opening Prayer
2. Secretary to Vestry
3. Minutes of the 2021 Annual General Vestry meetings
3.1
3.2

February 21, 2021
March 24, 2021

4. Election of People’s Warden
5. Election of Deputy Wardens
6. Election of Officers
7. Election of General Vestry Nominating Committee
8. Approval of Lay Administrators of the Chalice
9. Dean’s Report
10. Warden’s Report
11. Reports of Organizations and Committees
12. Budget for 2022
13. Spire update and work progress
14. Motion of Adjournment
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Christ Church Cathedral, Montreal
Annual General Meeting of the Vestry
Minutes of the meeting – Part 1
Sunday, February 21, 2021
1. Opening Prayer: Dean Bertrand Olivier opened the meeting in Christ Church Cathedral with
prayer at 11:40 AM, with others attending online by Zoom or telephone.
2. Secretary to Vestry: On acclamation by the assembly, Diana Bouchard, Secretary to Vestry, was
appointed to take minutes. The Secretary observed that 40 persons were present, as noted in the
table at the end of these minutes, which constitutes a quorum.
3. Motion of Adjournment to Part II: moved by Jane Aitkens, seconded by Donna Jean-Louis, and
unanimously approved that the meeting be adjourned to Wednesday, March 24 at 7 PM via Zoom.
Meeting adjourned at 12:10 PM.
Present
Beth Adams
Jane Aitkens
Diana Bouchard
Rev. Jennifer Bourque
Vera Burt
George Deare
Ann Elbourne
Stephanie Felkai
Dr. John Fossey
Michel Gagnon
Joseph Hafner
Sally Harrington-Philippo
Paul Helmer
Greta Helmer

Rev. Peter Huish
Donna Jean-Louis
Tevfik Karatop
Sam Keuchguerian
Bob King
Janet King
Adrian King-Edwards
Lyle Kitchen
Rev. Ralph Leavitt
Vivian Lewin
Brenda Linn
Rev. Deborah Meister
Lisa Middlemiss
Carlos Moreno Torres

Very Rev. Bertrand Olivier
Stephen Petrie
Catherine Riley
Donna Riley
Jonathan Sa’adah
Laura Sanders
Marjorie Sharp
Heather Stephens
Greta Stethem
Rob Wells
Marilyn Williams
Edward Yankie
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Christ Church Cathedral, Montreal
Annual General Meeting of The Vestry
Minutes of the meeting – Part 2
Sunday, March 24, 2021
4. Opening Prayer: The Very Reverend Bertrand Olivier, Dean of Christ Church Cathedral, opened
the meeting online in Zoom at 7:06 PM.
5. Secretary to Vestry: On acclamation by the assembly, Diana Bouchard, Secretary to Vestry, was
appointed to take minutes. The Secretary observed that 32 participants were present at the
beginning of the meeting, which constitutes a quorum. A list will be prepared for inclusion in the
minute book.
6. Minutes of 2020 Annual General Vestry meetings: the minutes of General Vestry meetings on
February 16 and March 10, 2020, were awaiting approval. Moved by Jane Aitkens, seconded by
Michel Gagnon, and unanimously voted that all these minutes be approved as presented.
7. Election of People’s Warden
8. Election of Deputy Wardens
9. Election of Officers (Cathedral Forum, Delegates to Synod, etc.)
10. Election of General Vestry Nominating Committee
This portion of the meeting addressed the election of candidates to the positions listed in the 2020
Nominating Committee report (contained in the 2020 Annual Report). Michele Rattray-Huish, the
incumbent People’s Warden, was acclaimed to continue to serve. Two Deputy Wardens (Diana
Bouchard and Marie-Claire Fournier) were acclaimed to continue, as well as Noah Hermes who
volunteered from the floor. Thanks to Paul Helmer and Cassidy VanderSchee who are stepping
down from Corporation.
Because the Nominating Committee elected in March 2020 proved unable to fulfill its mandate, Paul
Helmer and Diana Bouchard, Deputy Wardens, acting on behalf of Corporation, undertook to
provide a slate for 2021-2022. Their continuation in this role as the 2021 Nominating Committee
was unanimously approved by the meeting. Thanks to Donna Jean-Louis and Rosemary Cass-Beggs
for their service in 2020.
Donna Jean-Louis, Brenda Linn, and Ann Elbourne were elected to 2021-2024 terms on Forum.
Four vacancies in this cohort remain, and recruiting efforts will continue. Thanks to those
completing three-year terms in 2021: George Deare, Noah Hermes, Robert King, John Matheson,
Gabrielle Boyd, Edward Yankie (Chair), and Marjorie Sharp.
Two vacancies on the Music Committee should be filled from the 9 AM congregation if possible.
Marie-Claire Fournier expressed willingness to serve and was approved.
Noah Hermes volunteered to be an Alternate Synod Delegate and was approved.
11. Approval of Lay Administrators of the Chalice: the list was unanimously approved with the
removal of Celina Mullen who is apparently no longer in Montreal. Fervent wishes and prayers
continue that in a post-COVID future, this group will have something to administer.
12. Dean’s Report
13. Wardens’ Report
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14. Reports of Organizations and Committees
Those present were referred to the 2020 Annual Report for details. The Very Reverend Bertrand
Olivier summoned us to take part in a strategic planning exercise in which we will evaluate our
experience of a year under COVID, identify new discoveries that we wish to carry forward, and
possibly find certain established practices that we really do not need after all. This exercise will take
place online over the next few months.
We must face the challenges of maintaining our programs for children and youth now that Rev. JeanDaniel O’Donncada has left the Cathedral. Some experiments were carried out over the past year,
but engaging small children over Zoom did not work well. Exploration of new approaches continues.
We have taken advantage of a hiatus in activity within the Cathedral walls to move forward on
various necessary infrastructure projects (other than the spire). Now that a necessary city permit
has been obtained, the replacement of the boiler by a heat pump system and the addition of air
conditioning should be complete by early summer. A CCTV system has been added to provide
greater security for the vergers, clergy, and visitors. Upgrades to our audiovisual systems to provide
a better Zoom experience and provide a stronger technical foundation for our music ministry and
online presence are partially complete.
For the possibility of undertaking these projects, we must thank our Bishop and the Diocese of
Montreal, who allowed us to carry some of the generous financial relief provided by them in 2020
forward into 2021 to better support our ministry.
15. Budget for 2021 (Jane Aitkens):
The 2021 budget, like the “COVID budget” of mid-2020, was prepared in a time of continuing
uncertainty. We are in an exceptional situation because the generous financial support provided by
the Diocese left us with a substantial surplus at the end of 2020. We tried to give some of it back,
but the Bishop refused, saying that we should instead spend the money on projects that will enhance
our ministry. $70K of our support surplus has therefore been moved into our 2021 budget to help
fund the new heating and air conditioning system, AV infrastructure, and closed-circuit cameras for
security.
Total operating revenue is down slightly from 2020 year-end, from $852K to $840K, due primarily
to the inability to budget for (and low expectations for) occasional giving and special donations.
Clergy expenses are down slightly, due mainly to Jean-Daniel’s departure. Beyond the Parish
spending is slightly lower also, with a lowered Diocesan assessment partially compensated for by a
volitional increase in outreach donations. Music expenses remain high due to the costs of
technology for making music online. Other projected changes include a 19% increase in our
insurance costs plus an allocation of $11K to provide support to families in this difficult time.
Salaries have increased a little more than usual due to the need for added technical support to
support our online ministry. Net income minus expenses would have given us a $70K deficit; the
carryover of COVID support was calibrated to plug this hole and to give us a balanced budget.
Approval of the budget was moved by Jane Aitkens, seconded by Vivian Lewin, unanimously
approved.
A motion of thanks to Jane Aitkens for her unceasing labours in the financial vineyard was made by
Michel Gagnon, seconded by Donna Riley, unanimously approved.
16. Spire Restoration and Update: presented by the Very Reverend Bertrand Olivier. A three-andone-half minute video was shown to illustrate progress on the spire reconstruction and on repairs
and improvements to the Cathedral interior. Work on the spire will shortly pause for the rest of
2021 so that the project will be extended and opportunities to receive government grants increased.
So far, we have received $7.4M for this project, but spent $8.5M, and fundraising opportunities seem
to have almost dried up. Any balance not funded externally will be carried on our credit line and
eventually converted to a long-term loan.
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John Cavacece has made profitable use of his hours in the empty Cathedral to repair and polish the
floor, repaint the brass sill before the lower altar, and carry out extensive cleaning, repairs, and
reconstruction in the undercroft. All were impressed by the results. The undercroft is now much
more usable as a space, although the kitchen still needs a makeover.
Thanks were given to Elizabeth Shama, our Cathedral Administrator, who is capably managing the
operation of our parish and who prepared the 2020 Annual Report under challenging circumstances.
17. Adjournment: A motion was made by Michel Gagnon, seconded by Michele Rattray-Huish, and
unanimously approved to adjourn the meeting sine die awaiting the official financial statements. The
meeting was adjourned with the Grace at 8:40 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Diana Bouchard
Secretary of General Vestry

Attendance list for Annual General Vestry, March 24, 2021
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

The Very Rev. Bertrand Olivier
The Rev. Deborah Meister
Jane Aitkens
Diana Bouchard
Marie-Claire Fournier
Masatoshi Yabe
Sheena Gourlay
Vera Burt
Sam Keuchguerian
Paul Helmer
Greta Helmer
Ann Elbourne
Elizabeth Shama
Vivian Lewin
Brenda Linn
Peter Huish

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Michele Rattray-Huish
Jonathan Sa’adah
Beth Adams
Edward Yankie
Adrian King-Edwards
Donna Jean-Louis
Rob Wells
Bob King
Janet King
Rev. Ralph Leavitt
Peggy Simpson
Sarah Kuehn
Michel Gagnon
Noah Hermes
Rev. Jennifer Bourque
Donna Riley
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MINISTRY TEAM
Dean
The Very Rev’d Bertrand Olivier
As I write this report, it feels like the global pandemic situation is changing rapidly, and the restrictions
with which we have lived for two years are being lifted in ways which give us a greater sense of hope
that a new normality is round the corner.
The past year 2021 has certainly been one in which we have continued to experience many challenges
with regards to our embodied communal and worshipping life, even if we were able to continue to build
up on the new ways of being a church community which we had embraced in 2020.
The pandemic did take its toll on members of the team, staff and volunteers, as well as on all members
of our congregations. The stopping and changing landscape of what was or was not allowed at any one
time, the hopes of new starts dashed by returns to higher restrictions, the liberation we felt when
vaccines starting to be rolled out, contrasted to the challenges of understanding better the transmission
of the COVID virus: we had to learn to stop making long term plans, and instead to rely on the constant
presence of God with us even when we felt that we were no longer in control.
Perhaps COVID, together with the significant environmental catastrophes of 2020, have reminded us
that there are greater forces at work in the universe than our own human will, and that aligning
ourselves to God’s will in living lives dedicated to peace, justice, and sustainability may be the better
way. These are principles that have been core to the ways in which we have strived to live our lives and
our faith at Christ Church Cathedral for some time.
At this time, we would like to remember particularly long-standing members of our community who
died in 2021:
Yvonne Barrow, Eliza Dominique, Duncan Shaddick, Camille Michaud, Claudia Riddell, Chandra Ramsahoye,
Samuel Ramsahoye, Catherine Riley, Jill Thorogood Milne, Ruby Felkai
They have now joined the cloud of witnesses who encourage us with their prayers as we continue to
minister from a place that they loved.
The image I have for 2021 is that of a Chrysalis, a time of sometimes intense turmoil and sometimes
quiet preparation for a new thing to come, for a butterfly to emerge, though we do not yet know what
the shape of the butterfly cathedral will be. Whatever it is, though, we have been preparing for the postpandemic era.
Heating and Air Conditioning
After permit and delivery delays, our heating and air conditioning system is now in place and has been
supplying our heat since the beginning of winter. Replacing our boiler had been on the agenda for some
time, and it has been good to finally complete this project in a way that fulfils a number of our urgent
concerns.
Firstly, through the use of thermal pumps, this system is significantly reducing our use of carbon
resources, only requiring the support of two small gas boilers in extreme cold weather. Secondly, the
technology allows us to use highest quality HEPA filters to clean the air, helping us to provide a safer
8
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environment for the Cathedral congregation. Thirdly, the addition of air conditioning means our building
will finally remain a haven of peace and hospitality for worshippers, pilgrims and visitors in the heat of
summer as well as the cold of winter.
Audio Visual System
With the need to remain connected to congregations despite closures, the Cathedral installed an
updated audio-visual system, updating the sound system which in some parts was over 50 years old, and
ensuring a better connection with Radio VM for our Evensong broadcasts. We also added a state-of-theart camera and livestreaming studio, enabling us to provide hybrid worship – either through Zoom or
YouTube. Despite some teething issues, the system is fully operational, and we are grateful to Carlos
Torres for having learnt the skills necessary to operate it. We will be looking to expand our team of
trained operators, so if you are interested, please speak with Carlos or me.
General Maintenance
The lockdowns have provided the time and space for general maintenance to take place in the
Cathedral, and John Cavacece and his team have been tackling areas that needed tender loving care. The
undercroft has been completely transformed and brightened through cleaning, painting and floor
polishing. The Cathedral level bathrooms are in process of being upgraded. And the sacristy, vestry, and
back areas are being repainted and spruced up.
Spire Restoration
Work on the spire has continued steadily through the year, and those contemplating the spire from
across Phillips Square will have noticed that all the aluminum tiles have been removed and that we can
currently see through the scaffolding and steel structure. This has been the object of intense restoration
in 2021, and we are now planning for the return of the tiles in 2022, for a project finish in 2023. I am
currently pondering the wisdom of climbing to the top of the scaffolding in order to bless the Cross as it
is put back in position in May 2022 – both as a symbolic act of witness but also a potential launch of our
last phase of fundraising.
Cathedral Team
In April 2021, we said goodbyes to our Director of Music Jonathan White, and to our organ scholar
Ethan Hill. Our Administrator Elizabeth Shama left at the end of the year to move to PEI. We also said
goodbye to one of our part/time vergers, Miranda Wang.
After five years in other roles at the Cathedral, we welcomed Nick Capozzoli as our new Director of
Music, and in September, Nicholas Gagnon Choy and Owen Spicer as assistant organists. The Rev’d Ben
Crosby joined the team as Honorary Deacon, and we also formally welcomed the Ven. Ralph Leavitt as
Honorary Priest. Nikoo Pajoon joined as a part-time verger.
These COVID times have been particularly hard on our staff and volunteer team, requiring adaptability
and resilience, and we are very grateful for all that they have continued to achieve despite that
constantly changing parameters. Special thanks to the Rev’d Deborah Meister, whose adult education
programmes, pastoral care oversight as well as liturgical coordination have served the Cathedral
community well in this past year, helping us to remain grounded in our faith even in the midst of
unforeseen storms.
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And thanks to all members of Corporation, Episkopé, Francophone leadership group, and Forum, as well
as everyone involved in our many rotas or running online activities, either as a coordinator, zoom
verger or a volunteer. Your unstinting care for the Cathedral, our communities, and our mission, is
ensuring that disruptions to our common life were kept to a minimum, and that we are ready to emerge
into the new reality of 2022.
Our corporate life is built on the contributions of so many, but I would like to single out our Treasurer,
Jane Aitkens, whose dedicated work not only on our finance during this time, but also juggling new
systems for checking in worshippers, updating website and much more in the background, has made our
in person and online life easier. And also Elizabeth Shama, who as a Cathedral Administrator, went the
extra mile to ensure that we lived up to our vision of a welcoming, hospitable, and inclusive community.
Also, many thanks to Ann Elbourne for editing the newsletter, which continued to be published weekly
in both languages throughout the pandemic, with a couple of brief holiday pauses. It aims to keep our
community spirit alive, giving news of people, describing activities being offered on zoom and featuring
contributions from many parishioners. Unfortunately, emails sent via MailChimp sometimes end in spam
so, if you don't receive the newsletter, please confirm that your details are up to date with our
administrator, and also check your junk folder.
Reports
The volume of reports before us is a testimony to the liveliness and active faith of our community. It is
inspiring to read what we have been able to achieve even in lockdown time.
One area in which we have fallen behind, and where we will need to work harder as we re-emerge, is
that of our ministry to the children in our midst and indeed to those we have not met yet.
Children
We are grateful to the volunteers who maintained a programme going on Zoom – Sarah Wicks and
Scott Potter – although it soon became clear that providing anything educational to children on that
medium was extremely hard given the wide age variations as well as our two languages.
Sadly, it seems that 10:30 am parents were worried about bringing children to church. At 9 am, children
became involved with serving at the altar, and occasionally read or lead intercessions.
We planned a special in-person event for Advent, which gained interest, but this sadly had to pivot to
Zoom due to additional restrictions.
We hope that, with vaccination programmes reaching the youngest in our midst, we may soon rebuild a
critical mass of children so that our Children’s church programme can be reimagined to fit in both with
our liturgical ethos but also with the needs of a multi-lingual congregation with children of all ages. We
very much look forward to serving them better, and I would value the input from parents who would
like to engage with us in doing that.
Wider Outreach
The Cathedral has for some time been involved in some of the large City-wide events, to invite in
Montrealers and visitors, and despite the restrictions, 2021 was no exception. We maintained a valued
presence within the programmes of Nuit Blanche, Journées de la Culture and the CPRQ’s Journées du
Patrimoine, though many of our offerings were digital.
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Event coordination relied heavily in the past on the leadership of Ann Elbourne in marshalling a group of
volunteers. Taking over in 2021 were Sheena Gourlay and Diana Bouchard, and we are grateful to them
and the team who worked with them, for all that was achieved.
Being inviting and hospitable to non-church goers is of course part of our calling as a Downtown
Cathedral, and this is an area which we seek to continue to develop for the future.
Deacon Peter Huish, with our hospitality project, will be putting together teams of volunteers to be an
active presence in our building to welcome visitors and respond to needs as we can.
It would also be wonderful to build a working group of people specifically interested in developing the
Cathedral as a tourist destination. We are members of Tourisme Montréal and the Association du
Tourisme Religieux du Québec, and there is much that we could do to enhance our visibility and
attractiveness to tourists as they start to come back.
Concerts
Our Oasis Musicale programme went in abeyance at the first lockdown, and was not restarted for lack
of a coordinator in a midst of too much uncertainty after Boran Zaza left us. We are now looking to
replace our coordinator for Oasis Musicale so that our cycle of music can start again in 2022. We also
hope to attract other concert promoters to make our building known more widely.
Conclusion
We may feel that our life was severely curtailed, but in fact it took many other turns, mostly allowing us
to contemplate, mull, prepare and develop plans for when we would finally get our wings again. There is
still uncertainty as we start the new year, though we are now more prepared for it. And there is much
for us to embrace as we discover our new balance between the cherished ways of the past and the new
which we embraced and which will stay with us. We are an Easter people. After death, there is
resurrection. But as we well know, the resurrected body is even more powerful – and we are the
Cathedral of the Risen Christ.
Let us together continue to work and pray that the Holy Spirit may so open our hearts and minds that as a Cathedral and as individuals - we will be ever more attentive to the needs of those around us, and
that our faith may be seen in our deeds as well as our worship.
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Associate Priest
The Rev’d Dr. Deborah Meister
He that shall endure to the end shall be saved. (Matthew 24:13)
2021 was a year which tested our endurance, individually and as a congregation. After nine months in
Covid-based confinement, the rapid development of vaccines which were effective against the disease
held out hope of a return to a more normal life. However, even as most Cathedral members eagerly
lined up to be vaccinated, the virus continued to mutate. The result was a year in which we vacillated
between hope and disappointment, over and over again.
The ongoing situation impacted every aspect of the Cathedral’s ministry, from whether we could offer
pastoral visits to how we worshipped and how/whether we could offer formation to our members or
food to our neighbors in need.
LITURGY: Our liturgical team continued to adapt to a changing set of circumstances, offering a variety of
services in whatever formats were allowed at the time: in-person, hybrid with Zoom, livestream, hybrid
with livestream. One of the things this really brought home for me is the enduring power of our
Anglican tradition. Stripped of its traditional setting in a beautiful building, transferred online, re-situated
in the building but with the congregation masked and distanced, with singing, without singing, with a
choir, with a virtual choir, with only a cantor — the liturgy continued to hold and nurture our
congregation, and we continued to seek what it offered. For all that, it felt like a huge homecoming
when we were back in the building, with a growing sense of wholeness as more and more of our faithful
returned in person. We were also glad to see the return of many regular worshipers who had never
joined us online, but who managed to be back in the pews on the very first Sunday or in the Sundays
following. Our faithful team of Lay Readers (Jean Robert Bellarmin, Michel Gagnon, Sam Keuchguerian,
and Vivian Lewin) and our liturgical assistants, eagerly led by George Deare, showed great resiliency in
continuing to serve, come what may. We also could not have continued to function online without a
handful of dedicated Zoom Vergers, including Jane Aitkens, Janet Dench, Michel Gagnon, Tevfik Karatop,
Vivian Lewin, and Carlos Moreno Torres.

Over the course of the year, we have offered online Monday Morning Prayer (English) and Prières du
Soir (French) weekly, with a dedicated constituency for each. Sunday Eucharist continued throughout
the year, and Holy Eucharist was offered at 12:15 on Wednesdays and Fridays. Those often drew a
larger congregation than they had before Covid, offering a welcome sacramental opportunity not only
for those who work in the vicinity of the Cathedral, but also for our members who were leery of
attending larger Sunday services during the pandemic. One point of deep sorrow is our continuing
inability, two years into this pandemic, to offer the Chalice back to parishioners. While Communion in
one kind is sacramentally complete, I long for the time when our members will be able to receive
Eucharist in way which is symbolically complete as well.
Liturgical highlights included the Diocesan (online) Easter Vigil, which drew more than 200 people from
across the diocese; the All Souls’ Covid Memorial, which was the first worship service in the city
dedicated to the memory of all who perished in the pandemic; and the first large, in-person ordination
since the start of the pandemic, which included the deaconing of two beloved Cathedral members,
Fresia Saborio and Ben Stuchbery. The Second Annual Diocesan Black History Service took the form of
an online offering which celebrated the resilience of the Black community by focusing on the personal
testimony of three Anglicans, each of whom had come to Canada in a different wave of Black
immigration. The Pride Service went forward in a hybrid form, with a sermon by parishioner Alex
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Griffin. And, of course, the promotion of Dr. Nicholas Capozzoli as the Cathedral’s new Director of
Music laid the foundation for our work in future years. Nick is already impacting our services with his
astute blend of traditional European and contemporary choral music, including pieces by Canadians,
women, and people of color.
Finally, we owe a debt of gratitude to Elizabeth Shama, Administrator extraordinaire, and to certain key
behind-the-scenes volunteers, including the Rev. Stephen Petrie, who continues to draft our bulletins, as
well as Andrea Videtic and Bob King, who have worked to schedule the Lectors and Intercessors.
Speaking of Stephen, many of us were moved to tears when he came to the Cathedral to concelebrate
(with the Dean) a farewell Eucharist before moving to Prince Edward Island. After so long seeing him
behind a desk, it was beautiful to see Stephen behind an altar once more.
BLACK LIVES MATTER: The Cathedral continued to engage in Anti-Racism work, both on our own and by
participating in the Diocesan work. Our “in-house” offerings included book discussion groups on both
Ibram Kendi’s How to Be an AntiRacist and Desmond Cole’s The Skin We’re In. Seminarian Tevfik Karatop
also offered a workshop on Beloved Community, making creative use of the video capacities of online
teaching. Meanwhile, the task force on Celebrating our Diversity and our Unity in Christ has begun to
make videotaped interviews with parishioners to show the breadth of our membership.
While all that was happening, I worked with the Rev’d Debbie Noonan of St. George’s Place du Canada
to convene an ad hoc group trying to start anti-Black racism work at the Diocesan level. Parishioner
Edward Yankie participated from the beginning, and, when the proposal that the ad hoc group put
together was accepted by Synod and adopted as a three-year focus of work for our Diocese, he stepped
up to co-chair the Anti-Racism Task Force with Dion Lewis of All Saints by the Lake in Dorval. The Task
Force offered a rich two-day training in which Dr. Myrna Lashley helped participants (including the
Diocesan clergy and many lay leaders in the Diocese and from the Cathedral) to understand more about
the Black experience in Québec, the ways in which churches have been complicit in systemic racism, and
how we might challenge it. The Cathedral also hosted the annual Black History Service on February 27th
(see above) and ensured that the Diocesan Great Vigil featured art representing the great diversity of
cultures and races in our Diocesan community.
ADULT FORMATION: Ironically, the re-opening of the Cathedral to in-person worship posed greater
challenges in offering adult formation than moving online. When the whole congregation was online
together, we were able to offer a sustained program of adult formation offerings on Sunday morning
following the10:30 online service. Once we moved into hybrid worship, however, the question was how
to offer formation in a format that could be available to everyone. Offering formation online might
encourage people to stay online, when we were working to re-gather the community in person. On the
other hand, hosting live speakers in the Cathedral was inadvisable until everyone was able to be
vaccinated, as we did not want to increase the duration of our time together in case someone in the
building was carrying the virus.
The result is that for much of this year, formation happened mostly in small online groups, rather than in
a congregation-wide, Sunday morning format. In addition to the Black Lives Matter book groups
referenced above, we convened a group around Elizabeth O’Connor’s Journey Inward, Journey Outward to
help us think about how we might live our mission to our neighbors, and how that connected with our
spiritual work. We also offered Christian Meditation online monthly, led by the Dean, the Ven. Ralph
Leavitt, Vivian Lewin, and the Rev’d Deborah Meister. In September, we started a Brown Bag Bible study
in an online, drop-in friendly format, as well as a session of A Deeper Well.
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In the spring, we did have Sunday morning, congregation-wide offerings, including a Lenten series on
Spiritual Practices (with Sally Harrington, Vivian Lewin, Deborah Meister, Bertrand Olivier, and the
Rev’d Mary Bea Sullivan), which explored the Examen, praying in Nature, silence, praying with icons,
Anglican prayer beads, and seeking justice as a form of prayer. We also welcomed presentations on
Guaranteed Basic Income and preserving our oceans, while author Christopher Carlisle came to discuss
his book, For Theirs is the Kingdom, set at Christ Church Cathedral. Finally, we were pleased to welcome
back the Rev’d Michael Lapsley, who came to speak with us in conjunction with the workshop he was
offering on Healing of Memories (sponsored by ESJAG). (ESJAG’s full scope of activities is discussed in a
separate report.)

PASTORAL CARE: This was a challenging environment for pastoral care, as visiting remained prohibited
for much of the year. The clergy and parishioners continued to support one another by phone and on
zoom, while I enjoyed walking and talking outdoors with some of our people, even in inclement
weather. It was a particular joy to be able to bring Communion to some of our homebound people just
before Christmas.
The congregation continued to put its best foot forward, showing grit and a desire to be helpful and
supportive. However, that kind of sustained effort to rise to a challenge imposes its own costs in
exhaustion and deferred grief. We are none of us more than human.
To counteract some of the exhaustion, we also worked to bring some fun back into our congregational
life, with a Sundae Sunday (welcoming people back to the Cathedral in September with Sundaes and ice
cream sandwiches) and an outdoor, masked Carol Sing during Advent, amply supplied with Fair Trade
hot chocolate.
On a personal note, I would like to express my appreciation to the Bishop, Dean, and Cathedral
community for their support as I took vows on November 18th as a solitary religious. I look forward to
living that vocation, as well as my priestly one, in the year to come, and to seeking ways that both may
enrich the Christ Church community.
In Christ,
The Rev’d Dr. Deborah Meister
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Deacon
The Rev’d Deacon Peter Huish
You may have noticed that since I have been submitting a Deacon’s Report to Vestry these last seven
years or so, what I have consistently written about is our diaconal ministry at Christ Church Cathedral.
There is a history to this: My own vocational discernment and development has paralleled that of the
restoration of the diaconate in the Diocese of Montreal, two of the features of which are a period some
twenty years ago when I served as “Coordinator of Diaconal Ministry” in the Diocese and later, in 2012,
as designer and organizer of a diocesan weekend event entitled “Becoming a Diaconal Church,” so that I
have by design and circumstances left my own ministry as deacon in the shadow of what I believe the
church needs to hear in becoming more intentionally present to, and implicated in, the needs of the
poor of God which are more visible and louder, within and around us.
During a shared reflection recently in the “Gospel Zone” gathering of members of Communitas (at the
centre of my own diaconal ministry) on the Epiphany season gospels from Luke 4, we were drawn into
the unavoidable tension between the “hometown” expectations of the gathered Nazarenes and the
needs of the many “other” poor of God scattered beyond their village. It was not lost on us that our
prioritizing of care for prisoners and ex-prisoners is not always appreciated from the perspective of the
pew, just as the historical instances cited by Jesus of preferential ministrations to the widow at
Zarephath in Sidon, and the cleansing of Naaman the Syrian, were troubling to the chosen in Nazareth.
It is no accident that there is strong resonance between the diaconal ordinal: “In the name of Jesus Christ,
you are to serve all people, particularly the poor, the weak, the sick, and the lonely,” and that text of Isaiah
which Jesus proclaims to the gathered Nazarenes as fulfilled in him: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because he has anointed me to bring good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the
captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the
Lord’s favour.”
We are blessed at Christ Church Cathedral that our rich hometown congregational life is not to the
exclusion or disregard of the ministry needs of the poor of God who do not gather with us. It is not lost
on us at the Cathedral that the Spirit of the Lord is upon us as we follow Jesus in reaching out to bring
good news to the poor, to proclaim release to captives, recovery of sight to the blind and life-giving
nourishment and prospect to those who are oppressed. We are blessed as we ensure that the
corrections asked in the Black Lives Matter movement are taken into our personal and collective lives,
as we nourish the hungry with love and food in the Sunday lunches, as we provide a home in our
premises for the support of ex-prisoners intent upon rebuilding their lives and reintegrating society, as
we repentantly assist in setting right the oppression of our first peoples, as we become intentionally
more inviting and effective in welcoming any who seek us out on our premises, as we join the urgent
cries and actions for care of the Creation.
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Director of Music
Nicholas Capozzoli
2021 saw the gradual return of live music we all missed—communal singing, anthems from our
Cathedral Choir, and diverse concerts. In September, the Cathedral Choir celebrated a joyful yet
cautious reunion. We welcomed back many familiar faces and greeted new ones. Thursday rehearsals
took place (and will continue to take place) in the Cathedral to allow for distancing and air filtration. On
September 12, I was installed as your Director of Music. I look forward to reimagining the use of music
in both liturgy and concert alongside the clergy, corporation, choir, and music committee.
Sunday services continue to feature a variety of choral ensembles as we navigate public health and
diocesan guidelines. The 10:30 Eucharist is normally led by a small professional group due to space
limitations. Evensong features our entire choir about twice a month, an ideal solution for volunteer
singers with busy schedules. Our high-quality streaming equipment allows us to reach a wider online
audience, as seen on our YouTube channel and blossoming “Music at Christ Church Cathedral
Montreal” Facebook page.
In September, we welcomed two new organ scholars, Nicholas Gagnon Choy and Owen Spicer. They
will learn skills that all church musicians need: hymn playing, conducting, choral accompanying, and
improvisation. We also launched a similar scholarship for singers: the Patrick Wedd Choral Scholarship.
Three McGill students will be introduced to the Anglican choral tradition and gain valuable leadership
experience. Eva Hassell, Simon Poirier, and Esther-Ruth Teel are our very first choral scholars. You will
see and hear them throughout the year, either in our choir or playing their respective instruments. I am
also happy to see the growth of our Patrick Wedd Music Fund. This will ensure being able to offer
student scholarships in the years to come.
In addition to mentoring the next generation, another goal of mine is gradually introducing new and
diverse repertoire. A considerable amount of the music you heard in 2021 came from female poets and
composers, composers of colour, and artists outside of Western Europe. This is just the beginning of
our journey to expand the canon of Anglican church music.
There were many musical highlights of 2021, events that uplifted so many of our congregants and
outside visitors. The Montreal-based “Earth World Collaborative” organized an amazing concert during
the Journées de la culture weekend. Organ music, electronics, poetry, and lighting culminated in a unique
experience that we hope to see again. In December, our choral scholars put together a beautiful
concert of Celtic tunes and medieval carols. That same month, the choir sang two Lessons and Carols
services full of challenging and varied repertoire. Our singers and organists look forward to offering
more musical treats in the coming year!
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The Francophone Community
Compiled by Michel Gagnon
Keywords for 2021 were “pandemic” and “flexibility”; during the year we celebrated sometimes online,
sometimes face-to-face, sometimes in a mixed format.
Sunday Liturgy
After a brief switch to the mixed formula at the end of 2020, the Cathedral closed again at the beginning
of January and services were back exclusively online until the very beginning of Holy Week. Then it was
back to a mixed formula until the end of December, when we went back online for the first six weeks of
2022.
In spite of all these changes, we can say that the community has maintained itself. When services
resumed in a mixed format, many people continued to participate online until the Summer, especially
because of the virtual café and the PPPs. So it was essentially during the summer that the vast majority
of the community went back to celebrating in person, with almost exclusively people from remote areas
who continued to worship online for obvious reasons.
Music
The bulk of the hymn book was developed in 2020 and early 2021, so that it now contains nearly 180
songs. The committee work now consists primarily of selecting songs to accompany the liturgy. Until
April, hymns were accompanied by musical recordings prepared by the former music director; since
then, the current music director or an assistant accompanies hymns live from the Cathedral. In addition,
from September onwards, the songs are supported by the vocal direction of Léonne Dubic or
Pharadiane Dimanche.
The French-speaking choir could not resume activities in 2020 and 2021, since it would have been
impossible to rehearse in full respect of COVID distancing requirements. We still hope to resume in
2022.
Tuesday Evening Prayer
Created at the beginning of the pandemic in March 2020, the online Evening Prayer continues to gather
about 15 people every week to pray and discuss the Bible reading of the day. We appreciate that people
find the time to participate despite the demands of daily life.
Pain, partage, prière (PPP – trans. Bread, Sharing, Prayer)
The French-speaking “Pain, partage, prière” is a group that typically meets every other week after the
Sunday Eucharist for a Bible study. It gathers 12-20 participants.
From January to March, PPPs focused on the Gospel reading of the following week. Marie-Claire
Fournier, Jean Robert Bellarmin, Ronald Cajuste, Michel Gagnon, and Pat Browne took turns leading
these meetings. During the Easter season we focused on the book of the Acts of the Apostles.
PPPs then took a break from June to October 2021. First, we noticed that interest in online sessions
waned as Summer approached. Then in September and October, it would have been logistically
impossible to hold PPP exclusively online while the bulk of the community was participating in face-toface liturgy... and also impossible to do so in person while running services on Zoom.
In addition, we were looking for a way to rekindle interest in PPP by rejuvenating the format. After
discussions, we considered a thematic format, to enrich our discussions on biblical texts.
In November, we were able to jump start PPPs in a hybrid format where the majority of participants
would be in person in the Undercroft, while others would participate via Zoom. We wanted to make
sure that all members could participate, no matter where they live. That’s how PPP-Z was born! PPPs in
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November and December had the following themes: Christ the King (and the origin of this feast), the
liturgical year (years A, B, C; the seasons and their colors…), the importance of Advent (according to
the Bible and according to Madeleine L’Engle), and then Biblical stories of the birth and youth of Jesus.
After four such hybrid and thematic PPPs, we can conclude that this formula has proven to be a success
both for the content and the technical organization of hybrid PPPs.
Christian Formation of Young People
At the beginning of the year, youth formation continued timidly online (and bilingually) until Easter. This
formula, with inconclusive results, was abandoned in mid-April. Moreover, parents, as well as the whole
community, wanted a stronger involvement of the youth in the liturgy.
Starting in August, the return to the church allowed the youth to be involved. First, under the direction
of Irene Broitman and George Deare, several children got involved and were trained to become servers.
Second, they got involved as readers with the support of their parents and Marie-Gabriel Désiré. We
will have to find a way to complete this involvement of the youth with a “proper” Christian formation
program when the "COVID environment" is more favorable.
Community life
Because of the pandemic, there were very few social activities in 2021. However, we would like to
mention a few outdoor coffee hours last June as well as a gift exchange at Christmas. Finally, we would
like to point out that members of the community support those who are going through hardship
through prayer.
Acknowledgements
We conclude with thanks to our Dean Bertrand Olivier and our Associate Priest Deborah Meister, as
well as all the members of the community. Special thanks to the leaders and people involved in various
ministries, including
Lay readers (liturgy): Jean Robert Bellarmin, Michel Gagnon
Music: Ogino Myrtil, Léonne Dubic, Michel Gagnon (planning); Léonne Dubic, Pharadiane Dimanche
(animation)
Pain, partage, prière: Michel Gagnon, Sandrine Mutoni, and Pat Browne (planning and animation); Jean
Robert Bellarmin, Ronald Cajuste, Marie-Claire Fournier (animation)
Youth formation (servers): Irène Broitman, George Deare
Text revision: Marie-Claire Fournier
And thank you to all readers and all those who have contributed behind the scenes to the spiritual
development of the French-speaking community of the Cathedral. Thanks also to the Cathedral staff,
including Jonathan White (music – 1st quarter), Nicholas Capozzoli (music), and Elizabeth Shama
(administration).

Licensed Lay Readers
report by Vivian Lewin
The role of Lay Readers in our Diocese varies from parish to parish and from rural to urban settings.
At the Cathedral, four Readers – Jean-Robert Bellarmin, Michel Gagnon, Vivian Lewin, and Sam
Keuchguerian – assisted in liturgies this year either online or in person by reading and leading prayers;
the first three named above also offered a total of 19 Sunday sermons in French or English.
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FINANCE
Treasurer’s Report
Jane Aitkens
Pledges
In 2021, the number of pledges decreased to 52, 6 fewer than the previous year. The total pledges of
$113,494 in 2020 grew by $5,083, reaching $118,577. 14 people gave above their pledge, 36 met their
pledge exactly and only 2 fell short. This faithfulness of parishioners to their financial commitment to the
Cathedral during these trying COVID times is exemplary.
Here is a chart showing the pledges and actual amounts received in 2019, 2020 and 2021, and looking
forward to 2022. We have reached the same number of people pledging, with an average increase of
$2 per week in the amount pledged! If you have not yet made your pledge for 2022, I invite you to do
so online: https://cccmtl.breezechms.com/form/pledge2022.
Cathedral Pledges 2019 - 2022
2022 pledges as of January 24, 2022
$140,000

$2,500
$2,285

$2,183
$120,000

$2,020
$118,810
$1,770

$2,000

$117,168

$100,000

$113,494
$1,500
$84,976

$80,000

$60,000

$40,000

$20,000

Total received:
$88,392

Total received:
$123,680

Total received:
$118,577

16 gave $4,827
extra
25 met pledge
7 under pledge by
$1,411

21 gave $8,957
extra
27 met pledge
10 under pledge
by $2,44

14 gave $5,502
extra
36 met pledge
2 under pledge by
$420

48

$34

58

$39

52

$42

$1,000

$500

52

$44

$-

$0

2019

2020
Total Pledges

Weekly

2021
Persons Pledging

2022
Average Annual Pledge

Cathedral Finances in the second year of COVID19
The uncertainties bought by the pandemic bought uncertainties to the budgeting process as well. We
decided on a budget with a projected deficit of $70,000. At year-end, the deficit was less, around
$22,000. Expenses were lower by $20,000, identified income increased by $20,000, and there was a bit
of an increase in the income from the maintenance box and the candlestands during the time the
Cathedral was allowed to reopen. We continued to receive Covid subsidies from the Diocese and
government programs but decided to pay our full assessment for the year to help the Diocese. After
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using some of the ‘covid surplus’ to pay for our new livestreaming system and cover the $22,000 deficit,
there will be an remaining surplus of $333,417 from across the 2 years, some of which could go to help
with the cost of our new heating / air conditioning system.
Special donations:
• Two bequests were received in 2021 – $25,000 from the estate of Pat Munro (MacDermot)
and $150,000 from the estate of Gaston Lamontagne, the husband of our former priest, the
Rev’d Dr. Donald Boisvert.
• In memoriam donations totaling $3,765 were made in memory of departed parishioners Bob
Gibson, Dorothy Oidi, Raymonde Proulx, Jill Milne, Duncan Shaddick, Catherine Riley, and Ruby
Felkai, and also in memory of Robin Molson, Samir Irad and Chandra Rita Ramshoye, Bernice
Camacho, and Camille Michaud.
• Additional special donations were received towards the cost of our new Territorial
Acknowledgement at the West Door, repairing the window in the sacristy, upgrading the
website, and in appreciation of Deborah Meisters’ course, “A Deeper Well”; these totalled
$3,570. Gifts in support of the music program totalled $1,493.
• The Patrick Wedd Music Fund received $9,825 in 2021, the inaugural year of our Patrick
Wedd Choral Scholars. Almost $3,000 of these donations came via our new online Simplyk
donation form.
Spire Campaign
Donations received for the Spire in 2021 reached $363,758. Seventy-six parishioners together
contributed $70,413. The Quebec government’s CPRQ grant for 2021 was $1,600,000, representing a
max 80% of actual costs. The remaining 20% – $320,000 – were more than covered by our own
fundraising efforts. Because of this, we did not need to rely on our line of credit at CIBC for the last 5
months of the year. Overdraft charges for all of 2021 were $8,466.
How to Give
The three most popular ways people use to donate to the Cathedral are by PAR, (closely followed) by
direct deposit and by cheque. PAR enables you to schedule a monthly withdrawal from your bank
account. Direct deposits are the same – from your bank account to the Cathedral’s, but you decide on
when and how much each time. Cheques from your bank account to the Cathedral’s are the same,
except you need to write and deliver each cheque.
In 2021, we implemented a new way to donate – using your credit card via Simplyk forms you can find
on our website. Simplyk is a Montreal company founded in 2015 to help nonprofits raise funds online
with a minimum of overhead. The Cathedral received over $13,600 via our Simplyk forms in 2021. We
also used Simplyk to sell tickets for our Spire fundraiser! With Simplyk, you can make a single donation
anytime or schedule regular monthly donations. Simplyk covers all the credit cards fees and expenses
that such services normally charge, asking only for a small contribution from you (which can be
adjusted).
All your donation ‘options’, including PAR forms, are listed on the Cathedral website at:
https://www.montrealcathedral.ca/your-financial-support-of-the-cathedral.
The year ended on a sad note for us all and especially for your Treasurer as we said farewell to
Elizabeth Shama, our most able Cathedral Administrator and Bookkeeper. She is already and constantly
sorely missed!
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Investment Committee
Stephen Atkinson, Chair
•

Members:
Dean Bertrand (Dean of the Cathedral),
Stephen Atkinson (Chair),
Jane Aitkens (Treasurer),
Robert King,
Michele Rattray-Huish (People’s Warden),
Sheena Gourlay, (Rector’s Warden),
Kathy Fazel and her associate Alana Singer represent the manager, RBC Phillips Hager and
North (PH&N) Investment Counsel.

•

PH&N have continued to outperform the Benchmark and add real value to the portfolio over
time horizons exceeding 3 years;

•

The 2021 portfolio return was excellent at 15.3% compared to the Benchmark 11.6%.
The Canadian Consumer Price Index (CPI) was 4.6%. The 5-year return was 9.6% p.a. compared
to the Benchmark 8.1% p.a. CPI for this period was 2.3%.

•

The combined funds of the Cathedral finished the year totaling $5.172 million, compared to
$4.659 million the prior year.

•

The asset mix at the end of 2021 was 70% equities and 30% fixed income including cash (small).

•

The Investment Committee has made changes to the investment mandate starting in January
2021, switching to a focus on total return, and increasing global geographic diversification.
Total disbursements amounted to $39,250 per quarter.

Historical Information

From 2018 to 2021 – Q4 2021

*
**

Monthly Income Fund
Starting in January 2021, investment mandate was switched to a total return focus and amounts now represent fixed
quarterly disbursements.
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Spire Campaign
Bertrand Olivier and Jane Aitkens

Spire Campaign

2015

2016

2018

2019

2020

2021

Totals

$ 95,360

$ 154,031

$1,495,232

$ 818,528

$1,430,616

$1,554,912

$5,881,676

Income
Government Grants
CPRQ

$ 644,470

Parks Canada

$1,025,000

Fundraising
Amounts received
Sub-total income

$ 82,130

$ 379,652

$ 334,678

$ 444,326

$ 420,806

$ 364,183

$2,400,642

$177,490

$533,683

$2,474,380

$1,262,854

$1,851,422

$1,919,095

$9,307,318

2,321

$ 13,808

$ 735,374

Outgoing – 50% of taxes included
Campaign Expenses

$ 266,261

$ 261,359

$ 59,535

$ 16,589

Construction Costs

$ 84,357

$ 275,005

$ 3,041,499

$ 339,698

$ 2,453,257

$ 931,938

$ 7,858,180

Architects Fees

$ 20,913

$ 167,724

$ 386,227

$ 15,722

$ 260,777

$ 193,912

$ 1,047,640

9,309

$ 10,423

$ 21,311

$ 372,869

$2,725,663

$1,150,080

$9,662,506

$ 889,985

$ (874,241)

$

Bank Fees
Sub-total expenses

Total

$371,531

$3,487,981

$ (194,041) $ (170,406) $(1,013,601)

Cash from Investments $ 151,000

Balance

$704,089

720

$

860

$ 345,423

$

$

$ 769,015

$ (100,000)

$ (43,041) $ 175,017 $(1,013,601)

$ 889,985

$ (974,241)

$ (355,187)
$ 396,423

$ 769,015

$ 41,236

Depending on the amount of the CPRQ grants, we will need another 2+ million dollars to pay for Phase 2.

Future Funding

2022

2023

2024

Totals

$ 92,580

$ 81,200

$ 30,000

$ 203,780

CPRQ funding – 2 more years
Pledge completion – 4 years remaining
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Annual Highlights
•

2015 was a year of preparation. We hired Architects (EVOQ) and Fundraising Consultants
(BNP). We took money from the Investments to help pay for these up-front costs. CPRQ funds
were used to restore some stained glass windows (Phase 2).

•

2016 – Repairs to the roof and the interior arches. CPRQ allowed us to use part of a $170,000
grant previously awarded for Phase 3 of the restoration of our stained glass windows to start
repairing the roof. We got a Parks Canada grant ($25K received in 2017) to survey the
building. Another grant from CPRQ ($170,000) helped to pay for the architect's report and
$1M was awarded in 2016-17 for the Spire.

•

2017 – May 30, the public campaign was officially launched. We dropped BNP and hired Shaun
Lynch and Mollie O'Neil in June. 2017 was the year (and into 2018) to spend the $1M Parks
Canada grant, matched by $1M from CPRQ. The tower masonry was repaired.
CPRQ grant for 2017-2018 = $500,000.

•

2018 – Phase 1 Tower repair almost complete. Shaun Lynch withdrew and we hired
Philanthropica as our fundraising consultants.
CPRQ grant for 2018-2019 = $700,000.

•

2019 – Bids for Phase 2 - the work on the actual Spire - were received. The lowest bid was
Rainville's - $ 4,762,852 (before tax). Reduced slightly to $ 4,612,601. Architect and other fees
and 10% contingency are expected to be $1,033,970 (before tax).
Total with 50% tax: $ 6,069,358.
Philanthropica left in September.
CPRQ grant for 2019-2020: $800,000

•

2020 – Phase 2 construction began in November of 2019. Construction stopped in March due
to COVID-19, restarted mid-May. Higher banking charges include the cost of setting up the line
of credit at CIBC.
CPRQ grant for 2020-2021: $1,000,000

•

2021 – Phase 2 construction continued. The aluminium tiles were removed and are being
restored in Ottawa. The steel of the steeple is being repaired in place. Higher banking charges
include interest charges for using the line of credit.
CPRQ grant for 2021 – 2022: $1,600,000
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ADMINISTRATION/GOVERNANCE
Cathedral Staff on December 31, 2021
The Very Rev’d Bertrand Olivier
The Rev’d Dr. Deborah Meister ODM
The Ven. Ralph Leavitt
The Rev’d Jennifer Bourque
The Rev’d Deacon Ben Crosby
The Rev’d Deacon Peter Huish
Dr. Nicholas Capozzoli
Nicholas Gagnon Choy
Owen Spicer
Carlos Moreno Torres
Elizabeth Shama
Ardyth Robinson
John Cavacece
Rodney Roberts
Clara Ceniccola
Nikoo Pajoon
Prudence Sirri Neba

Dean of the Cathedral
Associate Priest
Honorary Associate
Honorary Associate
Deacon
Deacon
Director of Music
Assistant Organist
Organ Scholar
Liturgical Technical Support
Administrator and Bookkeeper
Office support
Senior Verger
Assistant Verger
Assistant Verger
Assistant Verger
Assistant Verger

Resigned in 2021
Jonathan White (April)
Elizabeth Shama (Dec 31)
Ethan Hill
Miranda Wang

Director of Music
Administrator and Bookkeeper
Organ Scholar
Assistant Verger

Wardens
Sheena Gourlay and Michel Rattray-Huish
Introduction: Life at the Cathedral in 2021 continued to be affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and the
various regulations introduced by the Government and the Diocese in an effort to protect people. We
found ourselves moving from Phase I to Phase II and Phase III and back again depending on the different
variants of the virus circulating in the community. With the Cathedral buildings closed at the beginning
of the year for in-person worship and private prayer, Evensong suspended, and the offering of the
Eucharist no longer permitted, the Cathedral pivoted, returning to Zoom and the form of service of the
Word that we had used in 2020.
Cathedral Life: We said farewell to Dr. Jonathan White our Director of Religious Music in April.
Jonathan worked tirelessly during our lockdown to reimagine and sustain a vibrant digital music ministry
that served not only the Cathedral but also the wider diocese. We also bid farewell to our Deputy
Warden, Cassidy Vanderschee and her husband Kaden who left Quebec to new jobs and a new life in
Alberta, and to Stephen Petrie who left us to live near family in Prince Edward Island. At the end of the
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year our Cathedral Administrator of many years, Elizabeth Shama bid the Cathedral adieu, as she too
has relocated to PEI to join her daughter in Charlottetown and take up a new job. Elizabeth combined
being administrator, bookkeeper, and Dean’s Assistant, and will be greatly missed.
The Cathedral also welcomed new people and people in new positions during 2021. Bishop Mary
appointed the Ven. Ralph Leavitt as Honorary Assistant at the Cathedral. Noah Hermes joined
Corporation as a Deputy Warden, and Nick Capozzoli took over, initially as Acting Director of Music,
before being commissioned as our Director of Music in September. We also welcomed Nick Choy as
our Assistant Organist and Owen Spicer as Organ Scholar. Our new Assistant Vergers, Prudence Sirri
and Nikoo Pajoom joined the staff during the lockdown. We also welcomed the Rev’d Ben Crosby, an
Episcopal Church deacon from the Diocese of Massachusetts, as a Deacon at the Cathedral. He will be
ordained a Priest in the Diocese of Massachusetts in 2022.
Corporation agreed that two external users could rent office space in the Undercroft, welcoming
Communitas and the Ste-Marthe Chaplaincy (formerly McGill Protestant chaplaincy). We are delighted
that the Undercroft has become a renewed hub for ministry in this way and we look forward to forging
ever stronger links with those two organisations.
The Cathedral celebrated the convocation of Diocesan College where among the graduates receiving
degrees and certificates were three members of our Cathedral community. Tevfik Karatop and Fresia
Saborio are now Masters of Divinity, and Ben Stuchbery was awarded a Diploma in Ministry with
Distinction. Later in the year, the Cathedral was the venue for celebrating the Ordination of Ben
Stuchbery and Fresia Saborio to the Transitional Diaconate and Susan Searle to the presbyterate.
Each week the Cathedral offered Morning Prayer and Fellowship; Prière du soir avec discussion biblique
informelle (en français); and In Person Eucharist. Travel Talk was also on offer with memories and
pictures of interesting places we used to visit, and Contemplative Prayer once a month. A Brown Bag
Bible Study Group, open to anyone, followed Brian McLaren’s book We Make the Road by Walking.
Another study group, called “A Deeper Well,” was also available for those who liked to be challenged
intellectually and spiritually by a deep engagement with our faith. The French Evening Prayer and Bible
discussion also continued every week.
A book group was hosted by Deborah on the book - Journey Inward, Journey Outward, by Elizabeth
O’Connor - to learn about one urban church and dream together about how its efforts might inspire us
to engage in our own context.
Cathedral Fabric: We were thrilled to learn that Christ Church Cathedral had been allocated a
$1.6m grant for this year towards the restoration of our spire. This was the largest amount given to a
church in the Montreal area for this year. Other good news is that the ancient boiler, housed at the top
of the former Parish House, was dismantled this year and a new heating and cooling system installed.
Our Head Verger John was again hard at work – this time cleaning up the Undercroft which is now a
bright and shining space after having been repainted and retiled. Work on re-doing the bathrooms in the
Cathedral is currently underway.
Media: In addition to zoom the Cathedral also started to Livestream the three Sunday morning services
on YouTube. This new innovation was very well received and was only possible because we set up and
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mastered the new AV system, thanks in no small part to the Dean’s expertise. Radio Ville Marie also
continued to broadcast Evensong every Sunday to the delight of many.
Black Lives Matter: Information about the Cathedral’s continuing activities in support
of the Black Lives Matter movement can now be found on the Cathedral website
(at https://www.montrealcathedral.ca/black-lives-matter), including the outputs of the four
Sub-Committees that were formed by Forum last year: 1. Historical Research; 2. Systemic racism;
3. Education; 4. Celebrating our Diversity in Unity in Christ. In 2021 the Cathedral added to the number
of short interviews with various members of the Cathedral congregation that we posted on the website.
A total of 8 interviews under the Celebrating our Diversity in Unity in Christ Sub-Committee are now
available for viewing.
Other activities celebrating BLM included discussion of Desmond Cole’s book, The Skin We’re In,
as well as holding a spirit filled celebration to mark the end of Black History month – an activity which
included people from many churches around the Diocese.
Mission: Under the leadership of Brenda Linn, the Ecological and Social Justice Action Group (ESJAG)
were also inventive and active, arranging various activities such as a Film night discussion of The Chocolate
Farmer where you sipped a cup of Fair Trade cocoa as you talked, having watched the movie ahead of
time; the Healing of Memories workshop which was much appreciated by all who attended; celebrating
the Season of Creation through viewing The Global Extraction Film Festival 2021 Caribbean Creativity;
and physically attending the Montreal Climate rally, and the Montreal Basic Income Rally.
Many thanks: In conclusion, we would like to acknowledge the support of all our parishioners who
give so generously of their time, talents, ingenuity and financial resources to the Cathedral.
Sheena Gourlay, Rector’s Warden
Michele Rattray-Huish, People’s Warden

Verger’s Report
John Cavacece
With 2021 a repeat of 2020 let’s see what 2022 is going to bring us. As most know, I will be leaving my
post at CCC at the end of April to enjoy my hobbies. In the meantime, we are still looking for projects
to do and there always seems to be something, though the undercroft and choir room renovations are
finished. We have started refurbishing the sacristy and vestry and are also working on the public
washrooms.
Our staff has been very stable. We did lose Miranda, but we have a new addition to the team. Nikoo
joined us in November. All the staff are looking forward very much to seeing the church opening soon.
It will be very nice to see all of you all again. From us all: Stay safe!
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Cathedral Register 2021
Baptisms

Marriages

Funerals

Althea Vera-May Zoitopoulou-Bédard
Simone Schwartz

Meave Treacy to Christopher Powers

Yvonne Barrow
Eliza Dominique
Duncan Shaddick
Camille Michaud
Claudia Riddell
Chandra Ramsahoye
Samuel Ramsahoye
Catherine Riley
Jill Thorogood Milne
Ruby Felkai

We remember those of our parish family and friends who have died in the past year and pray for the full
recovery of everyone who has had COVID.
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Statistical Report
Michel Gagnon and Elizabeth Shama
A change to reporting statistics.
Starting in 2020, we are now recording the attendance at our services, rather than number of
communicants, to keep in line with the Diocese statistics. Data for 2020 and 2021 include in-person and
on-line attendance by Zoom, but not attendance on YouTube.
Average number of Sunday attendance 2021
Communicants Communicants Attendance
2018
2019
2020.A

Attendance
2021

8:00 am BCP

14

12

7

10

9:00 am French

17

25

26

31

10:30 am English

93

94

67.B

64

124

131

Total morning services
4:00 pm Evensong

n.a.

6:00 / 7:00 pm Contemporary
Total

n.a.

100

105

11.C

22.D
–E

42

35

11

166

166

122

127

Notes.
A. Calculations for 2020 are based on 51 weeks, as there were no services on March 15, as mandated by the
government shut down due to the pandemic.
B. Attendance recorded at 10:30 am services in 2020 include the eight 10:00 am in-person services.
C. There were 20 Evensongs held in 2020, due to COVID restrictions.
D. There were 39 Evensongs held in 2021, because there were no Evensongs in Summer.
E. In 2021, the evening contemporary service is now held under the jurisdiction of St. Martha’s Chapel, a multi-church
ministry to students and young adults.

Easter and Christmas attendance 2021
Communicants Communicants Attendance
2018
2019
2020
Easter Vigil (Saturday)
Easter Sunday services
Christmas Eve services
Christmas Day services
TOTAL for Easter and Christmas

427

361

348

443

775

804

Attendance
2021

77

205

206

205

156.C

215

83

40

522

665
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Recommendations of the Nominating Committee for the Year 2022
Diana Bouchard
At the Annual General Vestry Meeting in 2021, Paul Helmer and I agreed to form a Nominating
Committee for 2021–2022. Paul has since told me he does not wish to continue. I thank him warmly for
his contributions to ensuring the continuation of this important endeavour for Cathedral life.
We begin by thanking the Nominating Committees of the past few years for providing us with ongoing
leadership in our Corporation, on our various committees, and in other responsibilities. Furthermore,
we thank those who have been willing and able to volunteer their time, efforts, and talents to maintain
the vitality of the Cathedral community.
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic continues to challenge us in our efforts to maintain our community
life. Without in-person contact and structured sharing opportunities, we simply do not know each other
as well. Many of us also carry heavier responsibilities than before and face more uncertain futures,
making recruiting difficult. You will notice that some of the lists presented below are rather short. Each
of you is warmly invited to step forward and join one of them. We will welcome you and provide
whatever support you can in your new role.
The Nominating Committee proposes the following candidates for election in 2022.
Secretary to General Vestry: To be nominated and approved at the Annual General Vestry meeting.
Diana Bouchard remains willing to fill this role.
Cathedral Corporation
Wardens for 2021-22
Rector’s Warden: Sheena Gourlay
People’s Warden: Michele Rattray-Huish
Deputy Wardens: Diana Bouchard, Marie-Claire Fournier, Noah Hermes, James Selfe.
Treasurer: Jane Aitkens.
We thank James for his willingness to join Corporation as a new Deputy Warden.
Forum (previously elected voting members and currently nominated slate):
Ex-officio members:
All Cathedral Clergy, Director of Music, Wardens and Deputy Wardens, Treasurer (Jane Aitkens),
Delegates and Alternate Delegates to Synod. Lay Readers (Sam Keuchguerian, Vivian Lewin, Michel
Gagnon, Jean-Robert Bellarmin, and Constance Middleton-Hope (Lay Reader Emerita). ESJAG
representative.
Elected members
Term ending 2022: Alex Griffin, Joanne Simpson, Peggy Simpson, Carlos Moreno Torres, Rob Wells,
Frank Diké, Greta Helmer. Thanks to all for their dedicated service to the Cathedral community.
Serving 2021–23: Donna Jean-Louis, Julia Smith-Brake.
Joining Forum 2022–24: Vera Burt, Norman Riddell.
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Music Committee:
Chair: Beth Adams
Term ending 2022: Joseph Hafner, Meg Graham. Thanks for their dedicated service to our music
programme.
Serving 2021–2023: Angèle Trudeau.
Ex-officio: Director of Music (Nick Capozzoli), the Dean (Bertrand Olivier), and a liaison with
Corporation (TBD).
PWRDF
Representatives: Peggy Simpson, Edward Yankie, and Brenda Linn will continue to work as a team to
represent the Cathedral.
Stewardship Committee
Members: Jane Aitkens, Marie-Claire Fournier, Joseph Hafner, Vivian Lewin, Rob Wells.
Synod
Lay Delegates to Synod: Jane Aitkens, Janet King.
Alternate Lay Delegates: Michel Gagnon, 1 vacancy
Youth Delegate to Synod (16-24): 2 vacancies
Nominating Committee:
I was unfortunately unable to recruit any new members for the Nominating Committee. It therefore
remains a committee of one for the time being. However, both Sam Keuchguerian and Bob King have
engaged in recruiting and made suggestions without formally becoming members of the Committee.
Many thanks for their contributions in a most difficult time.
If anyone is interested in serving on Corporation, becoming a voting member of Forum, or serving
in the many committees and positions that need people, please contact the Nominating
Committee.

Administrators of the Chalice 2022
Names to be submitted to the Bishop on behalf of Christ Church Cathedral
Jane Aitkens
Hannah Bailey
Jean Robert Bellarmin
Diana Bouchard
Nicholas Cieslinski
George Deare
Darlène Pharadiane Dimanche
Léonne Dubic
Ann Elbourne

Stephanie Felkai
Marie-Claire Fournier
Michel Gagnon
Sheena Gourlay
Noah Hermes
Donna Jean-Louis
Janet King
Robert King
Adrian King-Edwards
Sam Keuchguerian

Vivian Lewin
Carlos Moreno-Torres
Michèle Rattray-Huish
Donna Riley
Jonathan Sa'adah
Flo Tracy
Sarah Wicks
Helen Wiegand
Edward Yankie
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CATHEDRAL LIFE
Stewardship Committee
report by Vivian Lewin
The Stewardship committee meets regularly to plan how best to encourage participation by everyone in
supporting the Cathedral’s mission. Many of you give generously of both “time and treasure.” This year
we provided publicity for the online production of the Rich Orloff Play “Blessings from the Pandemic”
on April 23, helped with the annual appeal for pledge renewals, and laid the groundwork for better
communications about planned giving (making charitable gifts, including gifts to the Cathedral, part of
your Will). According to research from the Canadian Association of Gift Planners, even though
Canadians are charitable, only 5% leave a charitable bequest in their will. You may wish to consider
prayerfully whether you would like your own commitment to outlast you in this way! And in the short
term, why not ask yourself whether helping with Cathedral linens, serving coffee on Sunday mornings or
assisting with occasional hospitality, welcoming newcomers, reaching out to shut-ins, or another form of
hands-on ministry might become a satisfying – even enjoyable – part of your commitment to our
collective life? You can continue the conversation (no commitment, and in perfect confidence) by
dropping a note to stewardship@montrealcathedral.ca
Members in 2021 included Jane Aitkens, Marie-Claire Fournier, Joseph Hafner, Vivian Lewin, Bertrand
Olivier, and Rob Wells.

Forum
Edward Yankie
Forum is the sounding board of the entire Cathedral community, the church group that unites all other
church groups into one, so that we can stay close and keep abreast of what all the groups are doing.
Like the city square in ancient cities from whence Forum gets its name, news is brought up, ideas are
offered and discussed. Sometimes we highlight one group or issue, as when Jane Aitkens reports on the
budget, or Brenda Linn talks about ESJAG and we vote on how to spend our outreach money, or Peggy
Simpson informs us what's new with the Primate's World Relief Development Fund, or Dean Bertrand
tells us what Episkopé is saying about Covid health regulations and church safety.
It's a perfect place for new members or the simply curious to learn about the workings of the church,
and to see that it truly does take a village. We talk about issues that come up, and anything at all churchrelated that's on anyone's mind. Nothing is too big or small.
All are welcome and invited to attend. To vote on an issue you must become a member, which is easy
to do, but members are expected to be there once a month. This past year, of course, everything was
on Zoom, which brought all the usual pros and cons of meeting online.
It is thanks in large part to the hard work, tech skill, and organized mind of the secretary, Michel
Gagnon, that makes it all run smoothly. Interested? Come and check it out!
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Music Committee Report
Beth Adams
When writing this report last year, it never occurred to me that we would once again be in lockdown,
working to provide services and music under less-than-ideal circumstances -- and yet here we are in the
early months of 2022. But just like last year, the music programme has continued to thrive in spite of
many challenges.
Through Easter 2021, the choir was still doing virtual music for zoom services under the direction of
Dr. Jonathan White, who then left his position with us to remain permanently in England. We said
goodbye and thank you to him at a 10:30 am service at the end of March.
The Cathedral was extremely fortunate, and delighted, when Dr. Nicholas Capozzoli, our Assistant
Organist, accepted the position of Acting Director of Music, which was made permanent in September.
He was commissioned and formally welcomed as Director of Music in the early fall, along with our new
Assistant Organist, Nick Choy, and Organ Scholar, Owen Spicer, both of whom are excellent, capable
musicians who were able to step in immediately. It was a great joy for both the congregation and the
choir itself to be back singing regularly at in-person services in the fall, with many returning and new
volunteer members, four returning and four new professional singers, and the addition of three talented
choral scholars, all auditioned and chosen by our Director of Music. Nick has expanded our alreadybroad repertoire of liturgical music to include more works by women and composers of colour, as well
as lesser-known contemporary composers working in this field, and I think everyone will agree that the
choir has never sounded better. Thank you to all the musicians who work so hard week after week to
provide the Cathedral’s music; you have made a huge contribution to all of our lives.
The new choral scholar program is an educational initiative for talented young singers looking forward
to a career in music, and it is supported by the Patrick Wedd Fund. We’re pleased that our fundraising
efforts in 2021 have resulted in sufficient funds to continue this program in the coming year, and want to
say thank you to the many parishioners who generously donated – as well as those who support all our
music efforts with their attendance or online presence, their donations, and their encouragement.
Our committee has not met frequently, because there has been so little need for help in organizing live
events or planning programs, but we hope that in 2022 the difficult and uncertain pandemic situation will
finally begin to resolve, and concerts and receptions as well as services will be able to resume. I would
like to thank Mary Sue Philpott, who has resigned, for her dedicated service as a committee member;
we will be sorry not to have her with us.

Servers Report
George Deare
With the closing down of the church building serving last year was very different. We only had one
server on Sunday morning with 25 people in the Cathedral at 10:30 am, and were only able to carry the
cross in and out. Communion was bread only given by the celebrant who walked around the church
giving bread to everyone.
This year was a rough time for servers at the Cathedral, but we were able to get two new servers to
join us. They are Leonard Ciornii and Sara Wicks. On the sad side of life, we lost a long time server
Ruby Felkai. “RIP.“ We all miss you. The other gang who still helped the Church during this time were
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Irene Broitman, Noah Hermes, Eric Mortera, Marilyn Williams and George (the boss). We have also lost
6 servers who have had step down, due to CV-19 or because they moved away or got married etc.
During the year things were starting to open up, like doing more small things at the altar like before, and
being on Zoom church services every Sunday and wearing our mask during the services too.
Also we are working with the French servers at the Cathedral. Irene Broitman and I are in charge of
training and supervising the servers at the 9am French service every Sunday morning. They are Christie
Rose Cajuste, Christnaldo Rodhell Cajuste, Kenjy Pharel and brothers Christofer Désiré and Jeremy
Désiré. Je vous remercie tous les acolytes.
I would like to thank the Dean, The Very Rev'd Bertrand Olivier and The Rev’d Dr. Deborah Meister
for their help and patience with the servers and me in the undertaking of working through these
different times in the Church and in the life we have faced. I also thank Ann Elbourne, for all the work
she does at the Cathedral.
What a year we had to go through in serving at the Cathedral this year. I hope next year will be quiet
and back to the old ways or the new norm??

Readers and Intercessors
Andrea Videtic and Robert King
As was the case for the previous year, 2021 was challenging for readers and intercessors. Nonetheless,
all volunteers continued to show great flexibility and adaptability despite the difficulties. As we moved
from online to in-person services and back, all readers and intercessors made the transitions with grace
and enthusiasm.
Coordination:
For the first two months of 2021, Robert King was in charge of coordinating the readers and
intercessors. He did a fantastic job of fulfilling all the responsibilities of the position while I was on leave.
In the spring, I returned to the post and completed my tenure in December 2021. At that time, I asked
Robert if he would take on the position in a more permanent manner as of January 2022. Robert
graciously agreed to do so moving forward.
Online sign up platform:
During 2021, we changed the sign up process from using a stand-alone sign up application to using the
volunteer component inside our Breeze system. Using Breeze allows for efficient scheduling of readers
for two-month periods. However, Breeze presents some challenges when scheduling special services or
inputting new information. It is essential to work collaboratively with Jane Aitkens to facilitate these
entries. This makes the process more cumbersome for the coordinator, for Jane and the readers.
Moving forward, this may need to be addressed.
Continued mission to recruit new voices:
When services were online, encouraging volunteers to read was trouble free. The online platform
allowed for members who live farther away or who are less comfortable coming to services in person
due to Covid, to volunteer and read virtually. When we shifted to in person services, recruiting
volunteers was equally easy. However, despite the enthusiastic return for most volunteers, it still
remains more difficult to recruit readers who remain concerned about Covid or who find it difficult to
travel to the Cathedral. A continued recruitment effort to invite new voices is still an important priority.
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Final note:
I appreciated the clear communication and collaboration with the Rev’d Deborah Meister in planning
and organizing readers and intercessors for services. Her support made it easier to anticipate the needs,
to recruit readers, and to complete scheduling in a timely manner.
I am grateful for all the support I received while coordinating the readers and intercessors. I will miss my
interaction and conversations with members. I look forward to supporting Robert as he moves forward
in this position.
Rotas: a report from Robert King
We are very fortunate to have a dedicated group of lay people who volunteer to perform many roles at
the Cathedral. For several years, those who read the Lessons and prepare and present the Prayers of
the People at the 10:30am Sunday Service have signed up on a rota. Until we initially had to close
because of the pandemic, the Stewards (those who greet people as they come into the church, hand out
the bulletin, take up the collection and tidy up after the service) have been organized by teams which
served on the same Sunday each month. Stewards now are instead using a rota. All three rotas are
managed through the Breeze church management software.
Through much of 2021, Andrea Videtic handled the role of managing the rotas for Intercessors and
Readers, and she did a wonderful job. I filled in at periods when she was unavailable, and am once again
fulfilling this role. To it has been added the management of the Stewards’ rota.
Many, many thanks to all the dedicated people who fulfill the important, and rewarding, roles of Reader,
Intercessor and Steward, and who are so quick to put their name on the rota when it is opened up.
Anybody who would like to be added to the list should be in touch with me.

Hospitality
Vivian Lewin
This year most of our Hospitality could be headed “Holding That Space.” Since eating and drinking
required unmasking, no indoor events were possible in 2021. As soon as weather permitted, and with
much-appreciated help from the Cathedral vergers, coffee and/or lemonade were on offer on the
church porch after Sunday morning services. Many thanks to the leaders of the French congregation and
to Irene Broitman, Vera Burt, and Ann Doherty.
Other outdoor hospitality included a farewell potluck lunch for Stephen Petrie (July 9), ice cream
sandwiches after the Pride service (August 8), ice cream sundaes for “Welcome Back Sunday”
(September 12), cupcakes after Evensong during Journeés de la Culture (Sept 26), refreshments for
friends and family of Ruby Felkai following her funeral (October 10) and fair-trade hot cocoa for
parishioners and choir members who sang Christmas carols on the forecourt on December 12. Vera
Burt, Ann Elbourne, Donna Jean-Louis, Tefik Karatop, Janet King, Adrian King-Edwards, Ralph Leavitt,
Deborah Meister, Lisa Middlemiss, Bertrand Olivier, Peggy Simpson, Flo Tracey, Rob Wells, and Edward
Yankie all lent their energies to one or more of these offerings.
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Spiritual Accompaniment
Vivian Lewin
“Spiritual direction proposes to help people relate personally to God, to let God relate personally to
them, and to enable them to live the consequences of that relationship.” (Barry & Connelly, The Practice
of Spiritual Direction). Scripture teaches us that God’s will for all is release from unfreedom, whether
interior or exterior. We know Jesus did this by talking with people, starting wherever he found them.
So we can say that spiritual direction is more than accompaniment – it also prayerfully points the way.
Our Diocese provides ongoing opportunities for spiritual direction in both French and English, and four
accredited and licensed individuals are associated with the Cathedral parish: Ralph Leavitt, Vivian Lewin,
Deborah Meister, and Diane Wood. Any of us is ready to help you find a qualified and trustworthy
companion for your spiritual journey – or answer specific questions about how such conversations can
help at particular times in life, or along the way.

QueerSpace
Noah Hermes
Queerspace has continued to meet once a month to discuss faith, LGBTQ+ identities, and these
intersections together. With the COVID-19 restrictions, our monthly meetings moved online, and
though our attendance declined some, we maintained a strong core group of attendees. We discussed a
wide variety of topics over the course of the year, including pride, finding God in dark places,
connection, and waiting. The space has continued to be a vital space where LGBTQ+ Christians from
diverse denominations, generations, and linguistic backgrounds, can come together and discern where
God is reaching out to us in each of our lives. This space proved to be vital for many throughout the
isolation of the COVID-19 pandemic. We continue to get new members who find the Cathedral
through social media and Google and are an important part of the Cathedral’s ministry and outreach to
the LGBTQ+ community.
I have felt so blessed and honoured to be involved in this ministry and am so grateful to get to grow
with this community and witness such faithful action and vulnerability. I eagerly await the day when it is
safe to gather again in person, but am grateful that we have had the Cathedral’s support and this online
space together throughout what was an immensely difficult year for many.

Black Lives Matter Committee: Diversity in Unity
Michele Rattray Huish
During 2021, Sub-Committee 4 on Black Lives Matter – Celebrating our Diversity in Unity in Christ
concentrated on producing mini-videos of interviews of various members of the congregations of Christ
Church Cathedral. Once produced, the videos were then posted on the Cathedral’s website under the
BLM page, to allow anyone interested to be able to access them. Interviews were carried out by
Michele, Sandrine, and Carlos from the Sub-Committee.
The idea behind this activity was to celebrate our diversity by sharing a little personal information with
others in the congregation who we may never had had a chance to speak to in person in the hope that
our diversity and our similarities would become obvious and we would thus get to know each other a
bit better.
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The following interviews were recorded in 2021:
Sandrine
Carlos
Jonathan
Nicholas
Hyacinth
Noah
Spes

31 August 2021 (English)
31 August 2021 (English)
7 September 2021 (English)
1 December 2021 (English)
2 December 2021 (English)
3 December 2021 (English)
28 December 2021 (English)

Sandrine
Jean Robert

25 September 2021 (French)
31 October 2021 (French)
(interview being edited for posting)

Below are the links to the videos in English and in French for your information:
https://www.montrealcathedral.ca/black-lives-matter/group4-getting-to-know-each-other
https://www.montrealcathedral.ca/fr/la-vie-des-noir-e-s-compte/groupe-4-faire-connaissance-les-uns-desautres
It is the intention of the Sub-Committee that this activity will continue in 2022. We are seeking
interviewees as well as interviewers to share a little bit of their stories as we celebrate our diversity.
Please see the Associate Priest’s report for other information about the Cathedral’s involvement in Black Lives
Matter.

Ecological and Social Justice Action Group
Brenda Linn
The Cathedral’s Ecological and Social Justice Action Group (ESJAG) began 2021 by focusing on the
connections among Climate, COVID, Colonialism and Chocolate.
In January, Prof. Anna Kim, from McGill, shared some of the ways in which the Fair Trade movement
addresses the these connections. In February, we honoured Saint-Valentine, and indigenous chocolate
producers, by watching the beautiful and disturbing NFB film The Chocolate Farmer, while sipping a cup of
fairly-traded brew.
For Easter, Jonathan White and Lisa Middlemiss led us through the creation of chocolate Easter eggs, all
ingredients provided by the Cathedral fair trade kiosk.
For Earth Day, a guest presentation by Linda Handiak explored the work that the Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society, in partnerships with indigenous communities across Canada, is doing to protect the
health and biodiversity of the Saint Laurence and of other Canadian waters.
In May, Sheila Regehr, Chairperson of the Basic Income Canada Network, was invited by the Montreal
Diocesan group on Guaranteed Basic Income to explain how a universal, livable income has been shown
to improve the health both of human societies and of the natural world. Of particular interest to those
who have been involved with the work of Communitas was the crucial difference that a guaranteed
income would make to people attempting to reintegrate into the community after a time of
incarceration.
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At the beginning of June, Fr. Michael Lapsley led a two-day workshop on the healing of trauma,
particularly trauma related to race and ethnicity. Then came the fire at Lytton, an indigenous community
in our partner diocese in BC – and also to the discoveries of residential school graves. In shock, we met
to watch and discuss the Anglican-produced documentary, The Doctrine of Discovery. Several of us also
registered as witnesses at hearings in which the government of Canada sought to overturn a court ruling
in favour of the First Nations Child and Family Caring Society. On Canada Day, some ESJAG members
joined the day of mourning on Parliament Hill.
In August, many Cathedral parishioners were directly affected by the earthquake and tropical storm that
dealt a double blow to the people of Haiti. Through PWRDF we were able to offer some financial
support, but the need for action in the face of worsening weather events prompted us, as well, to
participate in the Canada-wide day of action, “Canada on Fire”, and the international climate march in
September.
These actions reflected the theme of the Season of Creation, observed at the Cathedral and throughout
the Christian world from the beginning of September until the Feast of Saint-Francis, and in Canada, until
Thanksgiving. During this season, quite a number of CCC parishioners attended the course on
Ecological Justice and the Bible, given by the Principal of the Montreal Diocesan Theological College, the
Rev’d Dr. Jesse Zink. Many of us also attended the convocation at Dio, where our graduates were
honoured by an address by Elizabeth May – a former theology student herself, who promises to finish
her degree if and when her responsibilities in Parliament come to an end.
All these events and reflections informed our deliberations about possible recipients for the Cathedral’s
local outreach donation for the year. Then, on Nov 13, Inuit elder Elisapie Pootoogook died of exposure
within blocks of the Cathedral. Her death highlighted the importance of the André Raphael Warming
Tent in Cabot Square, an indigenous-led initiative that ministers to the needs of any homeless person in
distress on the streets of Montreal. On behalf of ESJAG, therefore, Ann Elbourne prepared a
presentation for Forum recommending that the Native Women’s Shelter, who staff and administer the
tent, be the recipient of our local outreach donation for 2021. Forum voted unanimously in favour of
this recommendation. The director of the project, Nakuset, has been invited to speak to us about her
work early in 2022. We look forward to hearing her insights about ways in which we can support the
work of reconciliation and stand as allies of the indigenous peoples as they fight to preserve their people
and their land from the effects of climate chaos and mass extinctions that now imperil us all. Early in the
New Year we also hope to hear from ESJAG member Stephanie (Taddy) Stringer, who was chosen to
be a virtual delegate at COP 26, representing the ecumenical environmental justice initiative, “For the
Love of Creation.”
The vision of ESJAG is to involve the whole Cathedral community in the work of ecological and social
justice. We hope that as many as possible will join us during 2022, for what promises to be another
exciting and challenging year.
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Fair Trade
Lisa Middlemiss
We support farmers and producers worldwide through the Cathedral fair trade kiosk, which is part of
the Ecological and Social Justice Action Group (ESJAG).
The COVID-19 pandemic has presented serious challenges for fair trade, with difficulties in import and
export with border closures, falling prices of many commodities such as cocoa and coffee and falling
demand for fair trade products. Fair trade is nonetheless considered to be a “tool of resilience” to help
farmers cope according to Fair Trade USA which summarized producer surveys
(https://www.fairtradecertified.org/news/covid-update-around-the-world)
During periods when the Cathedral doors have been open, we have been delighted to host “pop up” fair
trade kiosk features staples such as fair trade coffee, tea, a great variety of chocolate bars, olive oil,
spices and more. At other times, we offer delivery to your door for any products you wish to order –
for reference, please consult our inventory here:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RMenh5mth8204T6DQmq5lAPzUN38SiatEn4iXwMb69c/edit#g
id=0
At Easter time, we featured fair trade kits to make homemade fair trade chocolate date eggs, and
demonstrated them over Zoom. At Christmas time, we were able to host a fair trade Christmas kiosk
outside, as carollers sang and fair trade Camino hot chocolate was served.
We encourage continued support of fair trade at this time when fair trade producers in the developing
world rely on demand for fair trade products.

Primate’s World Relief and Development Fund (PWRDF)
Peggy Simpson
The Montreal Chapter of PWRDF started the year with an education project for ourselves. Over
several meetings we watched “The Doctrine of Discovery: Stolen Lands, Strong Hearts” and discussed
it. https://www.anglican.ca/primate/tfc/drj/doctrineofdiscovery/ This description of the film appears on
the Anglican website: “Doctrine of Discovery: Stolen lands, Strong Hearts” is a film about a devastating
decision, made over 500 years ago, which continues to profoundly impact Indigenous and Settler people
worldwide. Pope Alexander VI ruled that the lands being discovered by European explorers at the time
was “empty” land and its millions of Indigenous inhabitants were “non-human”.
Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission released 94 Calls to Action in 2015, with many of them
referring to the Doctrine of Discovery and calling for its repudiation. This film is one of the responses of
the Anglican Church’s Primate’s Commission on Discovery, Reconciliation, and Justice. The purpose of
this film is to respond to the calls to action by helping to provide education and insight into the racist
foundations of many of our property and other laws still in existence to this day. The film can be seen
on YouTube or Vimeo, or downloaded on the Anglican Church website.
The theme of reconciliation and indigenous issues continued in the June meeting. Guest Doris Roberts,
from Mile End Mission, spoke about residential schools; her mother and aunt were sent to one at
Shingwauk in the 1930s, and her aunt is buried there.
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During the year, a number of PWRDF funding drives were publicized: Fire and flood relief for B.C.,
Paying it Forward raising money to help African countries with COVID vaccinations, money for COVID
measures in the Canadian North, to name a few. Our major contribution this year was to the extension
of the AMCC (All Mothers and Children Count) program. We sent $5000 from the Cathedral budget
and $470 from regular donations from parishioners. These funds were matched 6:1 by the Canadian
government. In total, PWRDF raised $300,000; our partners in Tanzania, Mozambique, Burundi and
Rwanda received $2,000,000 worth of PPE and medical supplies.
The fall meetings were spent choosing a project for spring 2022. We have chosen to raise funds for the
Indigenous Responsive Grant Fund. In 2021, PWRDF developed the Responsive Program and grant
application in consultation with our Indigenous Program Advisory Committee (IPAC). Indigenous-led
communities or organizations are invited to apply for a grant from the Responsive Program in the
amount of $5,000 to $15,000, for programming that supports safe water, youth
engagement, community health and/or climate action. Details of this program can be found at:
https://pwrdf.org/indigenousgrants.
Another concern of the Montreal Chapter is attracting younger members to work with PWRDF. I have
e-mailed Jean Daniel O’Donncada to see if St. Martha’s Chapel might be interested in participating.
PWRDF is grateful to all who have donated to PWRDF causes over the year, particularly to those who
donate regularly through blue envelopes or on-line giving. This regular giving generated $1,510 in 2021.

Social Service Society
Janet King
As COVID shrank our in-person contacts, we tried to maintain our mission of continuing community
connections by telephone and socially-distanced communications. Our special concern has been for
parishioners who cannot use the internet: some have been receiving weekly phone calls since March
2020, so that they could attend services by the Zoom phone connection; with varying degrees of
success. Also, vaccinations haven been encouraged, and better use of community resources. For this,
“the Society” includes a number of people in the parish who keep a friendly ear on others, not only the
elderly, keeping up the spirits of the Cathedral community, while we cannot worship in person.
The Social Service Society controls limited funds, at arm’s length from the Cathedral. Fundraising has not
been permitted since the start of the Capital Campaign but we are now allowed to ask for money for
special projects, such as for winter socks which are distributed at the January Last Sunday of the Month
Lunch. The 2021 request provided 111 pairs of warm new socks, enough for each of the 80-100 guests
to make a choice. In former years, we had a connection with a man who had a sock factory, who
provided enough for two pairs each, but no longer. However, thanks to generous donors, we can
provide this essential offer to this many people in need.
Donors also support the food for the Last Sunday of the Month Lunch (see detailed report below),
while the CCC SSS subsidizes all other expenses every month and administers the funds so well
solicited by Adrian King-Edwards. We are also very thankful to the powers-that-be for the continued
free use of the Fulford Hall kitchen and all its contents: without that, this programme would be
impossible.
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In the spirit of caring for each other, we would like to use the example of people getting “lost” to the
Cathedral in the health system, which has happened often, when no-one at the church knew how a
person was identified by Medicare: eg Ms. AD when the church knows the person as BC. It would be
useful for any woman to have on the Cathedral parish list her maiden name as well as her married
surname where applicable, and for all parishioners to give the parish an emergency contact number or
name of a family member who could help the church maintain contact while the person is in hospital.
Further, details of funeral wishes can be registered at the church office, as did the late Patrick Wedd.
Flowers and cards made by the 36th Montreal Brownies, are delivered and appreciated at Easter and
Christmas, and cards to a list of others. And $4,500 of Provigo food vouchers were distributed to
Action Refugies, Mile End Mission, St. Michael’s Mission, Tyndale St; George’s, Batshaw, L’Abri en Ville,
and the Montreal City Mission to be shared with families and individuals known to them.

Last Sunday of the Month Lunch
Adrian King-Edwards and Donna Jean-Louis
Despite the ravages of Covid disrupting our lives, 2021 was a year of many blessings. We continued
providing hot takeout lunches prepared by our ever-faithful cook, John McLean, on the last Sunday
of every month for the entire year.
We owe a huge debt to Peggy Simpson who baked, according to my calculations, over 8,000 yummy
cookies and brownies during the year. Because of this bounty we are able to give each of our 80-100
friends 6 or 7 cookies each. We often have quite heated debates in the kitchen over which of the
numerous kinds of cookies is the most scrumptious. Several times I have found it necessary to ask the
Dean to step in graciously to settle these contretemps.
We have received enormously generous sponsorships this year both from our own parish community
and from concerned Montrealers, as well as an ex-cathedral member now living in California. Selwyn
House School, despite their inability to serve at the lunch, has continued their support. The most
unusual donation came from a young man who earns his living cleaning houses. When he heard of our
enterprise he insisted on contributing the $400 and even came by to help prepare the lunch and give it
out.
It is an immense pleasure to work with my regular crew who turn out in all weathers and through all
means of construction obstructions at 8:30 am on the last Sunday of the month to assist John in serving
these lunches. I particularly salute Flo Tracey, Carol Manning, Jo Simpson and Donna Jean-Louis. It is
also incredibly encouraging to have stalwart support from Bertrand Olivier and Deborah Meister. This
year we had three occasions when extra help was needed; in July, November and December. I confess
I wasn’t surprised to see Joseph Hafner, Peter Huish, Robert King, Vivian Lewin, Lisa Middlemiss, Daniel
Paradis, and Michele Rattray-Huish readily offer assistance. Last thank-yous go to Carlos Torres who
keeps our ever important finances on track, and to Guillaume Duteaud, my neighbour, who generously
donates of his time to translate this report.
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Cultural Outreach
Sheena Gourlay and Ann Elbourne
Journées du Patrimoine religieux – September 11th and 12th, 2021 (Sheena Gourlay)
The Cathedral again participated in CPRQ’s (Conseil du Patrimoine religieux) Journées du Patrimoine
religieux (JdPR). Along with other religious organizations, the two-day event offered visitors the
possibility to learn more about the Cathedral’s architecture and history. The event was organized by
Diana Bouchard and Sheena Gourlay and involved around 15 volunteers. In total, there were 548
visitors throughout the two days.
Last year a virtual tour of the exterior of the building, put together by Ann Elbourne, Jane Aitkens and
Bertrand Olivier, was produced for JdPR. This was made available again for visitors via a QR code and
visitors could access the tour using their cellphones. Printed material was available for those who wished
to tour the Cathedral interior. In addition, there were several historical displays. Ann mounted a display
of architectural drawings and other documents related to the history of the building. This included the
history of the spire, its demolishment in the 1920s and its rebuilding in the 1940s, with an update on the
current renovations. Peggy Simpson, our volunteer archivist, did extensive research on some of the
reputable, and at times disreputable, citizens of Montreal whose commemorative plaques decorate the
cathedral walls. Their photographs and histories were displayed on panels placed near their plaques. She,
along with Nick Capozzoli, also produced a display of the Cathedral’s music directors since the
beginning of the 20th century. Finally, in an exhibit both historical and contemporary, vestments, banners
and linens were on display. Ralph Leavitt and Rob Wells organized the vestments along with explanatory
notes, and Vivian Lewin hung a small selection of the Cathedral’s banners, including one from around
1900 as well as more recent banners used to celebrate special occasions such as Earth Day. In addition,
Vivian set up a display of old and contemporary embroideries, carefully sitting watch and explaining their
history to visitors who made their way to the high altar.
The contemporary concerns of the Cathedral and its engagement with social issues, especially with the
current environmental crisis, through ESJAG (Ecological and Social Justice Action Group), were on
display through posters developed by Michele Rattray-Huish and Brenda Linn. Finally, Deborah Meister
developed a treasure hunt to encourage children, old and young, to explore the Cathedral and to learn
about the many images and symbols found throughout the Cathedral, many of which speak to the larger
history of the Church.
Journées de la Culture – September 24th to 26th, 2021 (Sheena Gourlay)
The Cathedral again participated in Journées de la Culture, which was another opportunity to welcome
visitors. The displays that were produced for the Journées du Patrimoine religieux were reinstalled and a
second virtual tour, this time of the Cathedral interior, was made accessible through a QR code posted
near the door. This second tour was the work of Ann Elbourne, Jane Aitkens and Bertrand Olivier, with
help from Edward Yankie and Michel Gagnon.
Three special events were included this year. The first was Revenant on Friday evening, electroacoustic
music for organ, piano, violin and voices by Joel Peters and Adrian Foster of Earth World Collaborative.
Additional performers were Kimberley Lynch, Vanessa Croom and Amy Hillis. This concert marked
another instalment of Earth World’s projects on the theme of silence. Accompanied by lighting and
other visual effects in the darkened space, the music and voices filled the space, creating a mystical
atmosphere for the approximately 50 people who attended.
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On Saturday morning Director of Music, Nicholas Capozzoli, gave a narrated tour of the Cathedral
organ to a small but captivated audience of 9 people. Later that afternoon we were delighted to host a
talk on Haitian music, Les pionniers de la musique classique d'Haïti, by musicologist Claude Dauphin,
preceded by an introduction to the Société de recherche et de diffusion de la musique haïtienne by JeanClaude Nazon. The talk was illustrated by the composer David Bontemps on the piano. This event was
proposed and organized by Jean-Robert Bellarmin. It was followed by an informal discussion over
refreshments, organized and served by Léonne Dubic, Kettie Constant Lambert and Darlène Pharadiane
Dimanche. The Cathedral welcomed 65 people for the event.
Sunday afternoon, after Evensong, Culture Days ended with refreshments, organized by Lisa Middlemiss
and Vivian Lewin. Les Journées de la culture were organized by Diana Bouchard and Sheena Gourlay and
benefited from the work of at least 20 volunteers. It is estimated that approximately 570 people visited
the Cathedral over the weekend.
Blessings From the Pandemic performed by webinar April 23 (Ann Elbourne)
On April 23 a dedicated and talented group of Cathedral members, directed by Ann Elbourne,
presented Blessings from the Pandemic, a collection of prayer-poems written by American playwright Rich
Orloff. The webinar was intended to raise money for the spire but also to comfort us, challenge us and
lift our spirits with laughter, as we trudged rather wearily towards the end of the pandemic. “Where
was God in all this?” asks one of the poems. Orloff says that he was using simple words to connect with
something transcendent and adds that as he’s a playwright and not a poet by trade, he created these
poems to be both read and performed.
Joseph Hafner and Paul Helmer recorded some beautiful music for cello and piano to start and end the
evening and provide transitions between the pieces. Michel Gagnon prepared a fascinating slideshow
about the Cathedral spire which was our pre-performance offering. He also prepared visuals to
accompany the music. The readings ended with candles being lit in memory of those who had died
during the past year and audience members at home were invited to light a candle too.
Participants in the performance included Jean-Robert Bellarmin, Nicholas Cieslinski, Ann Elbourne, Leah
Elbourne Weinstock, Sheena Gourlay, Alex Griffin, Joseph Hafner, Janet King, Robert King, Deborah
Meister, Bertrand Olivier, and Edward Yankie. Michel Gagnon, Toni Taylor ,and Carlos Moreno Torres
provided technical support, essential to the success of a webinar performance.
The author, Rich Orloff was present. He wrote to us: “I'm so glad I could attend the performance.
I enjoyed the array of accents and was touched by the heartfelt readings by the participants. I'm glad that
my words could both move people... and help raise money for your spire fund. I look forward to seeing
that spire in person someday! Please share my gratitude with the cast. They all brought a sweet
humanity to the performance.”
All profits from the presentation, over $4000, went to the Spire restoration fund.
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English Book Club
Diana Bouchard
The Cathedral Reading Group discussed nine books in 2021, plus a freeform celebration of our favorite
writings in January and a movie night in Fulford Hall (with Jane’s eggnog!) in December. Except for the
movie night, all meetings were online due to COVID restrictions. The books discussed included:
• Natalie Jenner, The Jane Austen Society. Interweaves the real life of Jane Austen with the activities
of an actual society founded in her name in her home village and the escapades of a group of
fictional present-day residents. A joyful romp through literary history, and a good time was had
by all.
• Emily St. John Mandel, Station Eleven. Set in the aftermath of a pandemic far more catastrophic
than the one we are living through, Station Eleven uses the wanderings of a science-fiction
manuscript as a thread to connect a motley collection of characters as they live through
apocalyptic times. Especially poignant given our current life circumstances.
• Ann Patchett, The Dutch House. A powerful description of the impact of a history-laden family
home on the generations that inhabit it.
• Francesca Ekwuyasi, Butter Honey Pig Bread. An extended Nigerian family drama with a strong
emphasis on food as the connective tissue of life. It drew us into the turmoil and the creative
and spiritual richness of Nigerian life, at home and in the diaspora.
• Kazuo Ishiguro, Klara and the Sun. A dystopian novel set in a strange world combining social
breakdown with technological advancement, where children of well-off families have robot
friends.
• Maggie O’Farrell, Hamnet (aka Hamnet and Judith). Shakespeare’s family history reimagined and
interwoven with his early days as a playwright. The loss of his son to the plague moved us to
tears, and the chaos and ferment of early seventeenth-century London were vividly rendered.
• Matt Haig, The Midnight Library. Could we have other lives, and perhaps other deaths? Through a
special kind of magic library, it could be. A young woman attempts suicide by overdose and is
thrown into an exploration of the many people she could have become.
• Louis Erdrich, The Night Watchman. A middle-aged Indigenous man on a reservation in North
Dakota divides his time between his job as a night watchman in a small factory and fighting for
the land rights of his people. A window into the history of U.S. Indian policy and the many
dimensions of reservation life and Indigenous culture.
• Balli Kaur Jaswal, Erotic Stories of Punjabi Widows. Now, don’t go jumping to conclusions—this is a
perfectly wholesome story. A young English-Punjabi woman down on her economic luck jumps
at the chance to teach English to a group of Punjabi widows at a Sikh temple in South London. It
quickly becomes clear that the one thing they all enjoy is telling each other explicitly sexy
stories. The class continues in this vein, but is gradually caught up in the interpersonal conflicts
and social strictures of a tight-knit immigrant community.
• Yojiro Takata, Departures. Our December movie was set in Japan, where a young unemployed
musician stumbles into a job as a funeral director’s assistant. In a society with strong death
taboos, this both complicates his personal relationships and makes him wrestle with his
relationship with his long-absent father. A deep and heartwarming film.
With the easy accessibility of Zoom, our typical attendance has risen to 8-10 people. We have
a core of regulars supplemented by those with less certain availability or less catholic reading
interests. We concentrate on fiction (usually recent), but venture into other areas if interest is
sufficient. Suggestions for good reads are always welcome. With a goodly number of people in the
room (physical or virtual), the lively discussions can last well into the evening. Come join us if you
like a good book and a chance to talk about it.
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French Book Club: Le Club de lecture
The Rev’d Gwenda Wells
For almost two years, the French book group has met each month on Zoom, Saturdays at 4:30. The
diversity and engagement of its members shape both the selection of books and our reflections,
invariably passionate and informed. Thanks to the technical mastery of several of our members, we are
now able to show maps and other visual aids as appropriate. Experience has us taught us to avoid
massive tomes, but this has limited neither the literary quality nor the substance of the ideas presented,
as C’était au temps des mammouths laineux essays by Québec’s renowned journalist Serge Bouchard and
André Gide’s La symphonie pastorale amply proved.
While some of our choices were a bit lighter, such as Le chat du Dalai Lama by David Michie (in
translation) and the celebrated Le Petit prince by Antoine de St-Exupéry, our exchanges were always full
of heart and soul. This year, our selections often brought us back to the experience of the Innu people,
particularly in Manikanetish by Naomi Fontaine and Kukum, by Michel Jean, along with a good number of
Serge Bouchard’s essays. Kukum in particular kindled a lot of strong emotions because of its intense
evocation of colonialism in 20th century Quebec, through a story always told with tenderness and
humour. For some participants, this book invited reflection on colonialism from their own experiences.
We travelled far and wide, with Balzac et la petite tailleuse chinoise by the French filmmaker Dai Sijie and
L'Ainé des orphelins by Tierno Monénembo. Each in turn gave us close up perspectives on two dystopic
moments in recent history, the Chinese Cultural Revolution and the aftermath of Rwanda’s 1994 Civil
War – as experienced by a handful of teenagers who found themselves alone and without any moral
compass. With Monénembo’s book, we were privileged to receive very personal insights from one of
our members whose family experienced those times. It was also the adolescent point of view that gave
colour to La femme qui fuit by Anaïs Barbeau-Lavalette; the author, whose grandparents were at the
heart of the groundbreaking Refus global movement that began the transformation of culture in Quebec
(1948) relates in fictionalized style the story of the elusive grandmother she finally got to know by hiring
a private detective! We are now about to embark on a cultural and historic trip into the east coast’s
Acadie with the great Antonine Maillet as our guide (Clin d’œil au temps qui passe).
A one-of-a-kind book group—as each one is, in its own way! Our readings range widely in style and
outlook, but we always seek out some biblical theme, perspectives that lead us off the beaten path as
Christians seeking greater understanding of what it is to be human. At the end of each session, we
reserve time to pray for one another, nourished by the exchange of ideas that has opened our vision to
horizons both distant and intimate.

Adventures in Travel
Report by Ann Elbourne
Every Thursday afternoon in 2021, a group of travel junkies met to take nostalgic trips to many parts of
the world, usually in Europe, with several visits to Italy and Spain, but also including India, Turkey,
Panama, Cuba and the Magdalen Islands. Various members of the group put together fascinating
slideshows which made us all long for the end of travel restrictions. The group now meets on alternate
Friday afternoons, still by zoom. You can see a complete list of topics, plans for coming weeks and
a Zoom link to join the travel talk: https://www.montrealcathedral.ca/event/adventures-in-travel.
This group was made possible by Jane Aitkens’ enthusiastic leadership and skillful organisation. Thank
you Jane – merci / gracias /Teşekkür ederim / molte grazie.
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Website: www.montrealcathedral.ca
Jane Aitkens
2021 was another busy year for the website, as we opened and closed due to COVID. We continued
with preregistration for the 10:30 Sunday service. As we began to livestream the services, sermon
recordings were supplied via the Cathedral’s YouTube channel.
In 2021we started to use the Simpkly system for accepting donations. We added donation forms to the
website: for regular Cathedral operations, for the Cathedral’s music program and for the Spire
campaign.
A new tour of the interior of the Cathedral was created in the fall:
https://www.montrealcathedral.ca/a-tour-of-the-interior-of-christ-church-cathedral

Here are the viewing statistics for the past two years. The most popular day, as always, was Sunday, and
the most popular time was 10 am.

The Cathedral is also on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ChristChurchMTL
The Cathedral on Twitter: https://twitter.com/ChristChurchMTL
The Cathedral on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/ChristChurchMTL
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Cathedral Amnesty Writing Circle
Stephanie (Taddy) Stringer
Like many other aspects of our communal life, our participation in the campaigns of Amnesty
International/Amnistie Canada was left this year mostly to our individual consciences. In December, we
did register to participate in the annual Write for Rights Campaign, Écrire, ça libère, as we have done
now for the past eleven years. Unfortunately, the resurgence of COVID led to the cancellation of our
planned in-person letter-writing event. All the same, many cathedral members supported online
petitions, which have become an increasingly easy and straightforward way of ensuring that international
attention is shone on cases of unjust imprisonment, torture, or threats against the lives of journalists,
environmental activists, and human rights defenders, especially indigenous or LGBTQ people, and land
and water defenders. Amnesty International/Amnistie Canada is one of the leading forces in the
struggle for ecological justice, in Canada and abroad. Their campaigns bring results - and save lives. We
hope during 2022 to highlight more Amnesty actions, and in the meantime, we urge all those who are
concerned about the record number of indigenous people who are being killed for defending their water
and their land (particularly in Central and South America, by Canada-based extraction company
enforcers), to join online and ensure that their voices are heard.
and https://www.amnesty.ca/ .
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